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(1) Rank-expanding satellites, Whitehead doubles, and Heegaard Floer homology
with M. Hedden, A. Mallick and M. Stoffregen.
Preprint, arXiv:2209.07512 (2022).

Abstract: We show that a large class of satellite operators are rank-expanding; that is, they map
some rank-one subgroup of the concordance group onto an infinite linearly independent set. Our
work constitutes the first systematic study of this property in the literature and partially affirms
a conjecture of Hedden and Pinzón-Caicedo. More generally, we establish a Floer-theoretic condi-
tion for a family of companion knots to have infinite-rank image under satellites from this class.
The methods we use are amenable to patterns which act trivially in topological concordance and
are capable of handling a surprisingly wide variety of companions. For instance, we give an infi-
nite linearly independent family of Whitehead doubles whose companion knots all have negative
τ -invariant. Our results also recover and extend several theorems in this area established using
instanton Floer homology.

Context: Understanding the behavior of satellite operators on the structure of C is a well-established
problem in low-dimensional topology, and major questions in this category often involve studying
the rank of various satellite operators. More specifically, given a satellite operator P and family of
knots {Kn}, one can ask whether the images {P (Kn)} are linearly independent, or at least span
a subgroup of infinite rank. Previous results have focused on establishing the linear independence
of families of torus knots under P ; given the linear independence of torus knots in C, this should
be thought of as establishing rank-preserving behavior. Here, we give the first general formalism
aimed at the case where the Kn are self-connected sums of the same knot. This means that P maps
a rank-one subgroup of C onto an infinite linearly independent set (hence rank-expanding). Such
phenomena quantify the fact that satellite operators are very far from being homomorphisms.

Our formalism is also capable of establishing the linear independence of {P (Kn)} in several
cases which were considered difficult to do. For example, we provide the first example of a linearly
independent family of Whitehead doubles whose companion knots have negative τ -invariant. Such
P (Kn) are trivial in (non-involutive) local equivalence; this means that many invariants coming
from knot Floer homology (such as τ , Υ, and so on) contain no interesting information.

(2) The (2, 1)-cable of the figure-eight knot is not smoothly slice
with S. Kang, A. Mallick, J. Park, and M. Stoffregen.
Preprint, arXiv:2207.14187 (2022).

Abstract: We prove that the (2, 1)-cable of the figure-eight knot is not smoothly slice by show-
ing that its branched double cover bounds no equivariant homology ball.

Context: The non-sliceness of the (2, 1)-cable of the figure-eight knot was conjectured by Kawauchi
and has been open for more than forty years. It is known that (41)2,1 is rationally slice; moreover,
all known knot Floer and Khovanov invariants vanish when applied directly to (41)2,1. Since (41)2,1
is known to not be ribbon, before our work this constituted a hypothetical (if unlikely) counterex-
ample to the slice-ribbon conjecture. Our strategy is to pass to the branched double cover of (41)2,1
via the homomorphism Σ2 : C → Θ3

Z/2Z. Crucially, we also remember the action of the branching
involution, so that this homomorphism can upgraded to have image in the equivariant homology
cobordism, previously defined in joint work with Hedden and Mallick.
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(3) Equivariant knots and knot Floer homology
with A. Mallick and M. Stoffregen.
Preprint, arXiv:2201.01875 (2022).

Abstract: We define several equivariant concordance invariants using knot Floer homology. We
show that our invariants provide a lower bound for the equivariant slice genus and use this to give a
family of strongly invertible slice knots whose equivariant slice genus grows arbitrarily large, answer-
ing a question of Boyle and Issa. We also apply our formalism to several seemingly non-equivariant
questions. In particular, we show that knot Floer homology can be used to detect exotic pairs of
slice disks, recovering an example due to Hayden, and extend a result due to Miller and Powell
regarding stabilization distance. Our formalism suggests a possible route towards establishing the
non-commutativity of the equivariant concordance group.

Context: Boyle and Issa exhibited families of 2-periodic knots for which the difference between
the equivariant and regular slice genus grows arbitrarily large, and conjectured the same should be
true for strongly invertible knots. We provide an affirmative answer to this question. In fact, we
introduce a slightly stronger notion: that of the isotopy equivariant slice genus of a knot. Using
this, we show that our invariants can help bound stabilization distance and produce pairs of exotic
slice disks in the presence of a geometric symmetry on a knot, recovering results originally due
to Miller-Powell and Hayden. This is the first time that knot Floer homology has been used to
distinguish a pair of exotic disks. Computations in this paper formed the basis for our later work
involving the (2, 1)-cable of the figure-eight knot.

(4) Homology concordance and knot Floer homology
with J. Hom, M. Stoffregen, and L. Truong.
Preprint, arXiv:2110.14803 (2021).

Abstract: We study the homology concordance group of knots in integer homology three-spheres
which bound integer homology four-balls. Using knot Floer homology, we construct an infinite
number of Z-valued, linearly independent homology concordance homomorphisms which vanish for
knots coming from S3. This shows that the homology concordance group modulo knots coming
from S3 contains an infinite-rank summand. The techniques used here generalize the classification
program established in previous papers regarding the local equivalence group of knot Floer com-
plexes over F[U, V ]/(UV ). Our results extend this approach to complexes defined over a broader
class of rings.

Context: This paper is aimed at generalizing previous algebraic work with Hom, Stoffregen, and
Truong in which we extract linearly independent families of cobordism and concordance homomor-
phisms from involutive Heegaard Floer homology and knot Floer homology. Our underlying result
is a classification theorem for Floer-like complexes over a certain class of rings. We hope to extend
our results to other Floer theories and/or Khovanov homology.

(5) Instanton Floer homology of almost-rational plumbings
with A. Alfieri, J. Baldwin, and S. Sivek
To appear in Geometry & Topology (2020).

Abstract: We show that if Y is the boundary of an almost-rational plumbing, then the framed
instanton Floer homology I#(Y ) is isomorphic to the Heegaard Floer homology ĤF (Y ;C). This
class of 3-manifolds includes all Seifert fibered rational homology spheres with base orbifold S2

(we establish the isomorphism for the remaining Seifert fibered rational homology spheres—with
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base RP2—directly). Our proof utilizes lattice homology, and relies on a decomposition theorem
for instanton Floer cobordism maps recently established by Baldwin and Sivek.

Context: It is an open conjecture whether instanton and Heegaard Floer homology are isomorphic
for all 3-manifolds. Instanton Floer homology is very difficult to calculate explicitly; our approach
uses lattice homology, a combinatorial invariant which has previously been used by Ozsváth-Szabó
and Némethi to compute Heegaard Floer homology. We were able to show that for a wide class of
manifolds, lattice homology also computes I#(Y ). As a byproduct, we obtained an isomorphism
between I#(Y ) and ĤF (Y ;C) in these cases. Our computations rely on formal properties for the
instanton cobordism maps, together with a surgery exact sequence.

(6) Corks, involutions, and Heegaard Floer homology
with M. Hedden and A. Mallick
To appear in Journal of the European Mathematical Society (2020).

Abstract: Building on the algebraic framework developed by Hendricks, Manolescu, and Zemke,
we introduce and study a set of Floer-theoretic invariants aimed at detecting corks. Our invariants
obstruct the extension of a given involution over any homology ball, rather than a particular con-
tractible manifold. Unlike previous approaches, we do not utilize any closed 4-manifold topology or
contact topology. Instead, we adapt the formalism of local equivalence coming from involutive Hee-
gaard Floer homology. As an application, we define a modification Θτ

Z of the homology cobordism
group which takes into account an involution on each homology sphere, and prove that this admits
a Z∞-subgroup of strongly non-extendable corks. The group Θτ

Z can also be viewed as a refinement
of the bordism group of diffeomorphisms. Using our invariants, we furthermore establish several
new families of corks and prove that various known examples are strongly non-extendable. Our
main computational tool is a monotonicity theorem which constrains the behavior of our invari-
ants under equivariant negative-definite cobordisms, and an explicit method of constructing such
cobordisms via equivariant surgery.

Context: This paper studies the set of strongly non-extendable corks, originally introduced by Lin,
Ruberman, and Saveliev. These are homology spheres Y equipped with an involution τ : Y → Y
that does not extend (as a diffeomorphism) over any homology ball W with ∂W = Y . Using the
action of τ on the Heegaard Floer homology of Y , we defined a set of invariants aimed at detecting
these objects. As a result, we were able to exhibit new methods for constructing corks, as well as
demonstrate a close connection between the theory of corks and equivariant slice knots.

We also introduced an involutive homology cobordism group Θτ
Z aimed at quantifying the pro-

fusion of (strong) corks provided by our invariants. The group Θτ
Z is also natural to study from the

viewpoint of bordism theory. Indeed, Melvin showed the bordism group of diffeomorphisms ∆3 in
three dimensions is trivial: if Y is a 3-manifold with self-diffeomorphism f , then there is some W
over which f extends. Thus, Θτ

Z may be viewed as a refinement of the trivial group ∆3, in much
the same way that Θ3

Z is a refinement of Ω3.

(7) The 0-concordance monoid is infinitely generated
with M. Miller
To appear in Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society (2019).

Abstract: Under the relation of 0-concordance, the set of knotted 2-spheres in S4 forms a com-
mutative monoid M0 with the operation of connected sum. Sunukjian recently showed that M0

contains a submonoid isomorphic to Z≥0. In this note, we show that M0 contains a submonoid
isomorphic to (Z≥0)∞.
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Context: This note is a simple extension of Sunukjian’s original argument, and relates the 0-
concordance monoid to linear independence of certain Seifert solids in the (spin) rational homology
cobordism group.

(8) More concordance homomorphisms from knot Floer homology
with J. Hom, M. Stoffregen, and L. Truong
Geometry & Topology, 25(1) (2021), 275−338.

Abstract: We define an infinite family of linearly independent, Z-valued smooth concordance homo-
morphisms. Our homomorphisms are explicitly computable and rely on local equivalence classes of
knot Floer complexes over the ring F[U, V ]/(UV ). We compare our invariants to other concordance
homomorphisms coming from knot Floer homology, and discuss applications to topologically slice
knots, concordance genus, and concordance unknotting number.

Context: Using our homomorphisms, we provide a re-proof of the fact that the subgroup CTS

generated by topologically slice knots admits a Z∞-summand. This was also shown by Ozsváth,
Stipsicz, and Szabó using the Υ-invariant. (See also the original work of Hom.) However, in general
our homomorphisms and Υ do not contain the same information.

(9) An infinite-rank summand of the homology cobordism group
with J. Hom, M. Stoffregen, and L. Truong
To appear in Duke Mathematical Journal (2018).

Abstract: We show that the three-dimensional homology cobordism group admits an infinite-rank
summand. It was previously known that the homology cobordism group contains a Z∞-subgroup
and a Z-summand. Our proof proceeds by introducing an algebraic variant of the involutive Hee-
gaard Floer package of Hendricks-Manolescu and Hendricks-Manolescu-Zemke. This is inspired by
an analogous argument in the setting of knot concordance due to the second author.

Context: We construct an infinite family of linearly independent homomorphisms ϕi : Θ
3
Z → Z.

Prior to this work, the existence of a Z∞-summand was an open question. Furuta and Fintushel-
Stern gave a proof that Θ3

Z admits a Z∞-subgroup; the presence of a Z-summand was originally
shown by Frøyshov. This paper formed the basis for several analogous constructions in the setting
of knot concordance and homology concordance using knot Floer homology.

(10) Connected Heegaard Floer homology of sums of Seifert fibrations
Algebraic & Geometric Topology, 19(5) (2019), 2535−2574.

Abstract: We compute the connected Heegaard Floer homology (defined by Hendricks, Hom, and
Lidman) for a large class of 3-manifolds, including all linear combinations of Seifert fibered homol-
ogy spheres. We show that for such manifolds, the connected Floer homology completely determines
the local equivalence class of the associated ι-complex. Some identities relating the rank of the con-
nected Floer homology to the Rokhlin invariant and the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant are also
derived. Our computations are based on combinatorial models inspired by the work of Némethi on
lattice homology.

Context: This paper uses lattice-theoretic methods to compute the connected Floer homology
of linear combinations of Seifert fibered homology spheres. Similar calculations were incorporated
into future work with Hom, Stoffregen, and Truong, and later used by Hendricks, Hom, Stoffregen,
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and Zemke to show that Seifert fibered spaces do not generate Θ3
Z.

(11) On homology cobordism and local equivalence between plumbed manifolds
with M. Stoffregen
Geometry & Topology, 23(2) (2019), 865−924.

Abstract: We establish a structural understanding of the involutive Heegaard Floer homology
for all linear combinations of almost-rational (AR) plumbed homology spheres. We use this to
show that the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant is a homology cobordism invariant for such mani-
folds. As a corollary, we prove that if Y is a linear combination of AR plumbed homology spheres
with Rokhlin invariant µ(Y ) = 1, then Y is not torsion in the homology cobordism group. A gen-
eral computation of the involutive Heegaard Floer correction terms for these spaces is also included.

Context: In this paper, we developed an algebraic formalism for systematically understanding
the involutive Floer complexes of linear combinations of AR plumbed homology spheres. This
allowed us to identify invariants such as the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant µ̄ in terms of the in-
volutive Floer invariants of such spaces, and thus to show that µ̄ is a homology cobordism invariant
in these cases. It is currently an open question whether µ̄ is a homology cobordism invariant for
all plumbed 3-manifolds.

(12) Involutive Heegaard Floer homology and plumbed three-manifolds
with C. Manolescu
Journal of the Institute of Mathematics of Jussieu, 18(6) (2019), 1115−1155.

Abstract: We compute the involutive Heegaard Floer homology of the family of three-manifolds
obtained by plumbings along almost-rational graphs. (This includes all Seifert fibered homol-
ogy spheres.) We also study the involutive Heegaard Floer homology of connected sums of such
three-manifolds, and explicitly determine the involutive correction terms in the case that all of the
summands have the same orientation. Using these calculations, we give a new proof of the existence
of an infinite-rank subgroup in the three-dimensional homology cobordism group.

Context: Using lattice homology, this paper provides a straightforward calculation of the involutive
Heegaard Floer homology of a fairly large class of 3-manifolds. Other computational examples at
the time were quite restricted and/or fairly involved (i.e., bordered Floer homology for the hat
flavor). This paper also introduced the monotone subroot algorithm, a streamlined method for
visually extracting involutive Floer invariants from the usual Heegaard Floer homology of such
manifolds.

(13) On the Pin(2)-equivariant monopole Floer homology of plumbed 3-manifolds
The Michigan Mathematical Journal, 67(2) (2018), 423−447.

Abstract: We compute the Pin(2)-equivariant monopole Floer homology for the class of plumbed
3-manifolds with at most one bad vertex (in the sense of Ozsvath and Szabo). We show that for
these manifolds, the Pin(2)-equivariant monopole Floer homology can be calculated in terms of the
Heegaard Floer/monopole Floer lattice complex defined by Nemethi. Moreover, we prove that in
such cases the ranks of the usual monopole Floer homology groups suffice to determine both the
Manolescu correction terms and the Pin(2)-homology as an abelian group. As an application of
this, we show that β(−Y, s) = µ̄(Y, s) for all plumbed 3-manifolds with at most one bad vertex,
proving a conjecture posed by Manolescu. Our proof also generalizes results by Stipsicz and Ue
relating the Neumann-Siebenmann invariant with the Ozsvath-Szabo d-invariant.
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Context: This work formed the basis of future papers carrying out a similar strategy in the setting
of involutive Heegaard Floer homology.


